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 Forward and reverse genetics using the model legumes Lotus japonicus and Medicago

truncatula have been instrumental in identifying the essential genes governing legume–rhizobia symbiosis. However, little is known about the effects of intraspecific variation on symbiotic
signalling.
 Here, we use quantitative trait locus sequencing (QTL-seq) to investigate the genetic basis
of the differentiated phenotypic responses shown by the Lotus accessions Gifu and MG20 to
inoculation with the Mesorhizobium loti exoU mutant that produces truncated exopolysaccharides.
 Through genetic complementation, we identify the Pxy gene as a component of this differential exoU response. Lotus Pxy encodes a leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase similar to
Arabidopsis thaliana PXY, which regulates stem vascular development. We show that Lotus
pxy insertion mutants display defects in root and stem vascular organisation, as well as lateral
root and nodule formation.
 Our work links Pxy to de novo organogenesis in the root, highlights the genetic overlap
between regulation of lateral root and nodule formation, and demonstrates that natural variation in Pxy affects nodulation signalling.

Introduction
The symbiotic interaction between legumes and rhizobia results
in the development of new organs called root nodules. These
symbiotic organs are established by two tightly synchronised processes, bacterial infection and nodule organogenesis. Rhizobia
sense specific flavonoids from host legume plants and, in
response, rhizobia synthesise and secrete lipochito-oligosaccharides (Nod factors) that serve as specific symbiotic signal
molecules (D’Haeze & Holsters, 2002) and establish a two-way
recognition system. In the model legume Lotus japonicus (Lotus),
NFR1, NFR5 and NFRe lysin motif (LysM) receptors perceive
rhizobial Nod factors (Madsen et al., 2003; Radutoiu et al., 2003;
Broghammer et al., 2012; Murakami et al., 2018). In subsequent
steps NFR5 interacts with the SYMRK LRR receptor and a cytoplasmic kinase NiCK4 that accelerates downstream signalling
(Antolın-Llovera et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2019). A role for bacterial exopolysaccharides in recognition and signalling has been
found in both Lotus and Medicago truncatula (Medicago)
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(Maillet et al., 2020). In Lotus, the Epr3 gene is transcriptionally
upregulated by NFR1/NFR5-mediated Nod factor signalling,
and exopolysaccharide perception constitutes a second compatibility check of the bacterial symbionts. Wild-type octasaccharide
or the truncated pentasaccharide secreted by exoU mutants of
Mesorhizobium loti and perceived by the EPR3 receptor has a
positive, respectively negative, effect on infection thread formation (Kawaharada et al., 2015, 2017b). Further downstream in
the symbiosis pathway operating in Lotus and/or Medicago,
nucleoporins (NUP85, NUP133 and NENA), cation channels
(CASTOR and POLLUX) and calcium channels (CNGC) are
involved in releasing the perinuclear calcium spiking (Ane et al.,
2004; Imaizumi-Anraku et al., 2005; Kanamori et al., 2006;
Saito et al., 2007; Charpentier et al., 2008, 2016; Groth et al.,
2010; Chiasson et al., 2017) that is recorded by calcium calmodulin-dependent protein kinases (CCaMK) (Levy et al., 2004;
Mitra et al., 2004; Gleason et al., 2006; Singh & Parniske, 2012).
A set of transcription factors (CYCLOPS, NSP1, NSP2, ERN1,
NIN and NF-Ys) is then required for organogenesis and/or
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infection thread formation (Schauser et al., 1999; Heckmann
et al., 2006; Middleton et al., 2007; Hirsch et al., 2009; Cerri
et al., 2017; Kawaharada et al., 2017a; Yano et al., 2017). Infection thread formation involves a pectate lyase, NPL, actin rearrangement by NAP1, PIR1, SCARN, ARPC1 and DREPP, an
E3 ubiquitin ligase, an atypical receptor kinase RINRK, a subunit
of mediator complex LAN, and novel functions encoded by Rpg,
Vapyrin and CBS (Arrighi et al., 2008; Yano et al., 2009; Yokota
et al., 2009; Murray et al., 2011; Hossain et al., 2012; Xie et al.,
2012; Qiu et al., 2015; Sinharoy et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019;
Suzaki et al., 2019; Su et al., 2020). Localised changes in plant
hormone homeostasis (cytokinin, auxin and jasmonic acid) regulate the initiation of infection thread formation and cell divisions
leading to nodule organogenesis (Suzuki et al., 2011; Reid et al.,
2017; Nadzieja et al., 2018, 2019). By contrast, ethylene and
abscisic acid suppress nodule formation (Nukui et al., 2000;
Tominaga et al., 2009; Reid et al., 2018).
Distinct mutant phenotypes and monogenic inheritance is the
foundation for the characterisation of these central pathways that
are highly conserved across model legumes highlighting the
importance of the core components of the symbiosis pathway.48
Interspecific and intraspecific differences reflecting natural variation have, however, also been found. One such example is the
influence of rhizobial exopolysaccharides on root nodule development, primarily infection thread formation. Classical genetic and
biochemical studies using the Lotus Gifu accession have shown
that the EPR3 receptor perceives and recognises EPS produced
by M. loti and controls infection thread formation (Kawaharada
et al., 2015, 2017b).
Interestingly, variability in exopolysaccharide responses
towards truncated exopolysaccharide synthesised by the M. loti
exoU mutant was found among 65 Lotus natural accessions
(Kelly et al., 2013). Like Gifu, 15 Lotus accessions formed only
white, uninfected nodule primordia. A less stringent response
was observed for 45 other accessions where up to 50% of the
plants developed at least one pink infected nodule, and an intermediate response was found in eight accessions, including
MG20, that developed pink nodules on 50–75% of the plants.
Such quantitative phenotypic differences suggest that there are
complex multigene traits involved in diversification of nodulation
signalling. These traits could be controlled by genetic components different to those discovered through forward genetic
screens, but could potentially be identified by means of quantitative genetics approaches.
Here, we use quantitative trait locus sequencing (QTL-seq) to
identify Pxy as a causal component of the differential exoU
response and show that Pxy is required for normal vascular organisation and lateral root and nodule formation in Lotus.

Materials and Methods
Plant materials and growth conditions
Plant seeds for analysis of the nodulation phenotype with M. loti
strains were germinated and grown on quarter-strength B&D
medium or modified Long Ashton medium (Supporting
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 2459–2473
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information Table S1) including 1.4% agar covered with filter
paper in Petri dishes. The plant roots were shielded from light
using a metal comb fitting the Petri dish and inserting the lower
half of the plates into a rack to keep the root dark. Alternatively,
plants were grown in magenta plastic containers in a 4 : 1,
LECA : Vermiculite mixture supplemented with 60 ml quarterstrength B&D per container for complementation analysis. These
plants were inoculated with 500–1000 µl M. loti R7A wild-type
or exoU (Kelly et al., 2013) culture at OD600 = 0.01–0.04 per
plate and magenta box. Plants were grown at 21°C under
16 h : 8 h, light : dark conditions. Heterozygous pxy LORE1
mutant plants were grown for harvesting seeds. Homozygous
mutants were selected using PCR for each experiment
(Table S2).
Gene and CDS cloning
For the overexpression constructs, the Xdh2 and Pxy genes were
amplified from Lotus Gifu and MG20 genomic DNA using
PCR and primers (Xdh2; 50 -TCCTAGCTATGAGTTCTCT
CA-30 and 50 -CTAGCTAGCATTCCAAGGGA-30 , Pxy; 50 ACCCCAAAACCATGAACCT-30 ; and 50 -CATATAAACAGA
TTAATCAGC-30 ) containing attB sites. The Smc6 CDS was
amplified from Lotus Gifu and MG20 cDNA from root and
nodule tissues, which were produced using the 50 -SMART RACE
cDNA amplification kit (Clontech), using PCR using primers
(Smc6; 50 -CCGGCGTTTGCAGAATGAAGCGGAGA-30 and
50 -GAGATTGAACATGATGAAACGCAG-30 ) containing attB
sites. The PCR amplification products were recombined into
pDONR207 (Invitrogen) using Gateway BP reactions (Invitrogen) to create entry clone vectors. The entry clone vectors were
recombined using Gateway LR reactions (Invitrogen) with the
destination vector pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:GW, to create
the constructs: pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:Gifu_Xdh2, pIV10::
Ubiquitin_promoter:MG20_Xdh2,
pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:Gifu_Pxy,
pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:MG20_Pxy,
pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:Gifu_Smc6 and pIV10::Ubiquitin_promoter:MG20_Smc6. For complementation analysis,
Agrobacterium rhizogenes AR1193 was used for hairy root transformation experiments as described previously (Petit et al., 1987;
Stougaard et al., 1987).
Tissue section and microscopy observation
For cross-sections of roots, shoots and nodules, tissue was fixed
in a mixture of 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). These samples were then embedded in Paraplast Plus (Sigma-Aldrich) by
dehydrating with an ethanol and Lemosol® (Fujifilm Wako)
series. Paraplast-blocks were sliced into semithin sections
(12 lm) using a PR-50 microtome (Yamato Kohki Industrial
Co. Ltd, Saitama, Japan), and then stained with 0.5% toluidine blue. The sections were then observed under an Olympus BX53 microscope and phloem and xylem cells were
counted by manual inspection. For expression analysis using
Pxy:GUS and Pxy:triple-YFP-nls, transgenic hairy roots were
© 2021 The Authors
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observed under an Olympus BX53 and a Zeiss Axioplan 2
microscope. For tissue sections, semithin sections of nodules
and roots were prepared as previously described (Acosta-Jurado
et al., 2019). Semithin sections were stained in 0.5% toluidine
blue and observed under an Olympus BX53 microscope.
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Data were analysed using the mqm implementation in the R/QTL
package v.1.21-2 (http://www.rqtl.org/). Following data import,
data were converted to RIL format (convert2riself), missing genotypes were filled in (mqmaugment), and 1000 permutations were
performed to determine significance thresholds (mqmpermutation).

Sequencing library preparation
Tissue was ground in liquid nitrogen to a very fine powder; 2 g of
powder was transferred to 20 ml of ice-cold 19 HB buffer
(0.1 M Tris, 0.8 M KCl, 0.1 M EDTA, 10 mM spermidine,
0.5 M sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.15 b-mercaptoethanol, pH
9.4–9.5) in a 50 ml Falcon tube. After redissolving by gentle
swirling on ice, the suspension was filtered through two layers of
Miracloth, by squeezing with a gloved hand. Nuclei were then
pelleted by centrifugation with a swinging bucket rotor at 1800 g
for 15 min at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in washing buffer
(19 HB buffer without b-mercaptoethanol) and washed two or
three times. Then the pellet was transferred into a new 1.5 ml
Eppendorf tube and resuspended in 500 ll CTAB buffer (for
200 ml: 4 g CTAB, 16.36 NaCl, 10 ml 0.4 M EDTA pH 8.0,
20 ml 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, H2O to 200 ml) preheated to 60°C
and incubated at 60°C for 30 min with regular mixing. Next,
500 ll chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (24 : 1) was added and contents were mixed by turning the tube until a uniform emulsion
was formed. This step was followed by spinning at 5700 g, 4°C
for 10 min and transferring the water phase to a new tube. Then,
5 ll RNase (10 mg ml1 stock) was added and the mixture was
incubated at 37°C for 30 min and then put on ice for 5 min; 0.6
volumes of ice-cold isopropanol were added and the sample was
incubated at 20°C overnight. To pellet the DNA, the sample
was spun at 3200 g, 4°C for 6 min. Finally, the supernatant was
discarded and the pellet was washed with 70% ethanol two times.
After drying and resuspending in 55 ll water, the DNA concentration was measured on a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer.
The resulting DNA preparation was fragmented and sequenced
by Fasteris (Switzerland) using the standard Illumina protocol for
paired-end sequencing. The sequencing reads have been
deposited at the Sequence Read Archive with accession
number PRJNA623472 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioprojec
t/623472).
Analysis of sequencing data
The sequencing reads from all pools were aligned to the MG20
reference genome v.2.5 and allele counts were extracted at all
known polymorphic positions. Differences in allele frequencies
were calculated using R, followed by sliding window analysis
using a custom PERL script and plotting the results using R.
QTL analysis of exoU mutant nodulation of Gifu 9 MG20
recombinant inbred lines (RILs)
Gifu 9 MG20 RILs were scored for the average number of nodules formed with rhizobial exoU mutants and these observations,
along with RIL genotypes, were used as input for QTL analysis.
© 2021 The Authors
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Total RNA isolation and qRT-PCR
Total RNA from Gifu and MG20 roots inoculated with R7A or
mock-inoculated was extracted using the NucleoSpin RNA plant
extraction kit (Macherey-Nagel). Here, 2 lg total RNA from
each sample was subjected to cDNA synthesis using M-MLV
reverse transcriptase (Ambion). qRT-PCR was performed using
the ThunderbirdTM SYBR® qPCR mix (Toyobo) with the
TaKaRa Thermal cycler Dice (TaKaRa Bio Inc., Shiga, Japan).
Fold changes in expression were calculated using the DDCt
method and normalised by ATP synthase expression. ATP
synthase was amplified using primers (50 -CTTGAAGGAGAAC
ATCACCAG-30 and 50 -CTGCCTTAGCAATCACCTCC-30 ).
For Pxy, primers (50 -AGTGGCAGATTTTGGGGTTG-30 and
50 -CGGATGAGTCCATGTCTG-30 ) were used.
Homology modelling
Models were generated using MODELLER (Webb & Sali, 2016)
and HHPRED (Zimmermann et al., 2018). A model of the Lotus
PXY LRR domain was made using pdb 5JFK as a starting structural template. Tracheary element differentiation inhibitory factor (TDIF) peptide from the crystal structure of Arabidopsis
PXY-TDIF (pdb 5GR9) (Zhang et al., 2016) was superimposed
onto the generated Lotus PXY LRR structure to visualise the
putative peptide binding site. A model of the Lotus PXY kinase
domain was made with pdb 2QKW as a starting structural template. The ATP analogue from pdb 5LPY was superimposed onto
the generated Lotus PXY kinase structure to visualise the active
site.

Results
Lotus japonicus ecotypes Gifu and MG20 show contrasting
symbiotic phenotypes on inoculation with the
Mesorhizobium loti exoU mutant
Previous studies have described a differential, quantitative symbiotic response to the M. loti exoU mutant among Lotus accessions,
suggesting that the exoU response could be a multigene trait
(Kelly et al., 2013). To investigate this further, we focused on
two accessions, Gifu and MG20 (Handberg & Stougaard, 1992;
Kawaguchi et al., 2001), which showed clearly contrasting phenotypes. When inoculated with the exoU deletion knockout
mutant, Gifu formed small uninfected nodules (nodule primordia), while MG20 developed pink effective nodules (Fig. 1a,b).
As the plants are grown under nitrogen-limited conditions, ineffective nodules result in nitrogen starvation and stunted growth.
Here, c. 78% of the MG20 plants formed 1–6 pink, nitrogenNew Phytologist (2021) 230: 2459–2473
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fixing nodules per plant at 6 wk post inoculation, while Gifu
plants did not form any pink nodules (Fig. 1c). Gifu and MG20
both showed significantly reduced infection thread numbers on
inoculation with exoU as compared to inoculation with wild-type
M. loti R7A (Fig. 1d).
QTL analysis using individual plants
As a first attempt to investigate the inheritance of the exoU
response, we examined a Gifu 9 MG20 F2 population; c. 65%
of the F2 plants formed nodules with an intermediate frequency,
indicating that the trait was not monogenic (Fig. 1c). Genotyping
the F2 plants that formed at least three pink nodules using SSR

markers (Hayashi et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008), we identified
two chromosomal regions associated with pink nodule formation, one at the end of chromosome 3 and one at the middle of
chromosome 4 (Fig. 2a). These results suggested that the difference in exoU nodulation phenotype between Gifu and MG20 is
genetically controlled and that the number of pink nodules is
likely to be determined by multiple genes. As Epr3 is on chromosome 2 at 23.28 Mbp, the single valine to isoleucine difference in
the EPR3 amino acid sequences between Gifu and MG20
(BAI79284.1 and BAI79269.1) (Fig. S1) appears not to contribute, suggesting that variation in the response downstream of
exopolysaccharide perception underlies the differential Gifu/
MG20 exoU response.
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Fig. 1 Mesorhizobium loti exoU response in Lotus ecotypes Gifu, MG20 and F2 progeny. (a) Symbiotic phenotypes of Gifu and MG20 plants 6 wk post
inoculation with the M. loti exoU mutant. (b) Infected pink nodules in MG20 inoculated with the exoU mutant. Red arrowheads show pink nodules in
MG20 plants. Bar, 0.5 cm. (c) Frequency distribution of plants forming pink nodules in Gifu, MG20 and F2 progeny derived from the cross between Gifu
and MG20 6 wk post inoculation with the exoU mutant. Numbers of phenotyped plants are: 98 (Gifu), 125 (MG20), and 319 (F2 progeny). (d) Infection
thread formation in Gifu and MG20 10 d after inoculation with M. loti R7A or the exoU mutant. n = 15 in each experiment. **, P < 0.01, t-test, significant
differences between R7A and exoU inoculation. Error bars, SE.
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To substantiate the F2 segregation analysis, we characterised
the symbiotic phenotype of 114 RILs derived from a Gifu 9
MG20 cross (Hayashi et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008), counting
the number of exoU-induced nodules per plant (Table S3). The
symbiotic phenotype and nodulation score were then analysed
using R/QTL (Broman et al., 2003), and we detected three chromosomal regions on chromosomes 2 and 3 associated with the
number of pink nodules (Fig. 2b).
To further narrow down these regions we used RI-34, which
has an MG20 genotype at the top of chromosome 2 and at the
end of chromosome 3 and formed pink nodules with the exoU
mutant (Fig. S2; Table S3). F2 plants from RI-34 back-crossed
to Gifu were scored for symbiotic phenotype and genotyped.
These F2 plants showed segregation for pink nodule formation,
and a linkage analysis using SSR markers was therefore performed. Using plants forming at least three pink nodules, two
genomic regions were detected (Fig. 2c). The region at the end of
chromosome 3 was enriched for MG20 alleles, while the region
at the centre of chromosome 5 showed enrichment of Gifu alleles
(Fig. 2c). In all three linkage analyses, we consistently found
enrichment of MG20 alleles at the end of chromosome 3 for
plants forming exoU nodules, indicating that a major QTL was
located there.
QTL-seq fine mapping of candidate genes on chromosome
3
To gain further genetic resolution, we took a QTL-seq approach
and sequenced bulked segregant pools. To establish the bulks, a
large MG20 9 Gifu F2 population of 9766 plants inoculated
with the exoU mutant was scored for the number of pink nodules
and divided into two pools with contrasting phenotypes for collection of genomic DNA. Pool 1 consisted of 450 plants that
formed at least three pink nodules and pool 2 comprised 6801
plants that did not develop any pink nodules. Another 2515
plants with intermediate phenotypes were discarded. Genomic
DNA was extracted from pools 1 and 2 and sequenced on an Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 instrument, resulting in more than 100 million reads and 209 genome coverage per pool (Table S4).
We calculated allele frequencies for the two pools at all polymorphic positions and used this as a basis for sliding window
analysis of allele frequency differences between the two pools.
Sliding window size is a compromise between the signal stability
achieved by averaging across many markers and the smoothing
effect that may cause broadening of peaks or issues with detecting
the correct position near the chromosome ends. We therefore
tested a broad range of window sizes ranging from 250 to
1000 kb. Focusing on the bottom of chromosome 3, which was
also robustly detected by the three mapping approaches based on
genotyping and phenotyping of individual plants (Fig. 2a–c), we
found a clear increase in allele frequency differences towards the
end of the chromosome (Fig. 2d,e). The pool with at least three
pink exoU nodules showed enrichment for MG20 alleles. This
signal was detected regardless of the window size used (Fig. 2d,e)
and was consistent with the RIL and F2 mapping results
(Fig. 2a–c).
© 2021 The Authors
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We then examined the results of the sliding window analyses
in greater detail to accurately estimate the position of the allele
frequency difference peak, at which the causal gene(s) should be
located (Schneeberger et al., 2009). Disregarding the plots with a
250 kb window size, which appeared too noisy, there was a clear
trend in the allele frequency difference peak estimates: the larger
the window size, the more the peak estimate shifted away from
the chromosome end (Table S5). The reason for this trend was
most likely the close proximity of the QTL to the end of the
chromosome, where the last polymorphic SNP marker is found
at 48.26 Mb, making it impossible for large sliding windows to
detect peaks at the extreme end of the chromosome. As the peak
estimates of the 500 and 750 kb windows were remarkably similar, we chose their average as the final peak position estimate of
47 712 169 bp (Table S5).
Pxy is a causal component of the differential exoU response
Sorting the candidate genes according to their peak distance identified PHLOEM INTERCALATED WITH XYLEM (Pxy,
chr3.CM0261.600.r2.a in the Lotus MG20 genome assembly
v2.5)
and
XYLOGLUCAN
ENDOGLUCOSYLASE/
HYDROLASE 2 (Xdh2, chr3.CM0261.560.r2.a) as the closest
nearby genes harbouring Gifu/MG20 polymorphisms
(Table S6). Upon closer manual inspection of the region, an
unannotated gene was also found. This was similar to
STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE OF CHROMOSOMES
(Smc6) from Arabidopsis and harboured a large number of polymorphisms (Table S6). Resequencing of the candidate genes confirmed that they were intact in both ecotypes and verified Gifu/
MG20 polymorphisms that resulted in amino acid substitutions
(Fig. S3). To carry out complementation tests, these three genes
or their coding sequences from Gifu and MG20 were fused to
the Lotus ubiquitin promoter and transformed into Gifu or
MG20 plants using Agrobacterium rhizogenes (Stougaard et al.,
1987; Stougaard, 1995; Maekawa et al., 2008). The resulting
transgenic hairy roots were inoculated with the exoU mutant and
the symbiotic phenotype was scored. Regardless of the construct
used, the transformed Gifu roots did not consistently form nodules, whereas the MG20 roots did form nodules (Tables 1,S7).
Considering the multigene inheritance suggested by the segregation analyses, Gifu 9 MG20 RILs RI-44, 56, 91, 94, 115, 120,
140 and 146 were then selected as recipients for candidate gene
transformation (Tables 1,S7). These RILs showed a Gifu genotype between markers TM0091 and TM0127 in the chromosome 3 candidate region, and did not form pink nodules when
inoculated with exoU. Among these RILs, only RI-94 transformed with Pxy from MG20 consistently formed nodules when
inoculated with exoU, while the empty vector and Xdh2 and
Smc6 from MG20, as well as Pxy from Gifu transformed into RI94, resulted in formation of no or very few nodules (Tables 1,S7).
Expression of MG20 Pxy resulted in a significant increase in the
number of plants with nodules compared with the empty vector
control and Gifu Pxy expression (P < 0.0001 and P = 0.0113
respectively, Fisher’s exact test; Table 1). RI-94 nodulated normally with R7A (Table S8).
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 2459–2473
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Fig. 2 QTL mapping of the Lotus exoU response. (a) Linkage analysis of symbiotic phenotypes in F2 plants derived from the cross between Gifu and
MG20. Plants forming more than three pink nodules after inoculation with the exoU mutant were selected and genotyped. (b) QTL analysis of exoU
response based on analysis of Gifu 9 MG20 RILs. Quantitative trait scored was the average number of nodules after exoU inoculation; 5% and 10% false
discovery rate levels are indicated by green and blue dashed lines, respectively. Light blue lines delimit the results of 1000 QTL analyses on permuted data,
which were used to determine the significance thresholds. (c) Linkage analysis of symbiotic phenotypes in F2 plants derived from the cross between Gifu
and RI34, which is one of RILs forming pink nodules after exoU inoculation. Black areas identify candidate regions. (a, c) Numbers next to the SSR markers
indicate numbers of individuals with MG20, heterozygous and Gifu genotypes, respectively. (d) Different sliding window sizes were used for QTL peak
estimates on chromosome 3. Solid blue line indicates the peak estimate. Solid green line shows the position of the Pxy gene, whereas the red dashed lines
indicate the genomic position of the closest linked marker according to the RIL-based QTL analysis. Leftmost dashed black line shows the position of the
neighbouring flanking marker from the QTL analysis. The rightmost black line indicates the position of the last polymorphic SNP marker in the QTL-seq
analysis. The exact position of the estimated peak and the distance (dif) between the peak estimate and the Pxy gene (blue and green lines) are indicated
below the plot. (e) Close-ups of the regions marked by a red rectangle in the corresponding plots in panel (d).
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Table 1 Lotus Pxy complementation experiment results.

Plant

Vector

Total no.
of plants

No. of plants
forming nodules

Total
nodules

Pink
nodule

White
nodule

% (no. of plants forming
nodules/total plants)

Gifu

pIV10
pUbi:MG20 Pxy
pUbi:Gifu Pxy
pIV10
pUbi:MG20 Pxy
pUbi:Gifu Pxy
pIV10
pUbi:MG20 Pxy
pUbi:Gifu Pxy

84
90
34
114
39
39
103
110
55

4
5
2
23
12
8
0
22
3

4
6
3
29
19
14
0
26
3

0
0
0
10
9
8
0
10
1

4
6
3
19
10
6
0
16
2

4.7
5.6
5.9
20.2
30.8
20.5
0
20
5.4

MG20

RI94

The Pxy gene encodes a leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase
protein. The Lotus PXY amino acid sequence shares 65% identity and 78% similarity with Arabidopsis PXY, and Lotus PXY
clusters with several plant PXY homologues, including Arabidopsis PXY in a phylogenetic tree of CLE peptide receptors (Fig. 3a;
Table S9). In the 1976-bp putative Pxy promoter region, there
are 12 SNPs and one single-base pair deletion between Gifu and
MG20. We assayed Pxy expression levels in Gifu and MG20
compared with ATP synthase and found no significant differences
(Fig. S4). The Pxy genes in Gifu and MG20 have three nonsynonymous SNPs in exonic regions and three SNPs and two deletions in intronic regions (Fig. 3b,c). One of the polymorphisms
is found in the LRR5 region of Lotus PXY, where MG20 has an
arginine in contrast to the Gifu glycine residue, which appears to
be the more common variant across plant species (Fig. 3c).
According to our homology model, this site is located close to the
putative binding site of the TDIF peptide in the LRR domain55
(Fig. 3d). Similarly, the I/R polymorphism is found near the
ATP binding site in the PXY kinase domain (Fig. 3e).
The results of these complementation tests showed that the
Pxy gene from MG20 allows development of pink nodules with
the exoU mutant when transferred to a RIL containing the Gifu
version of the gene, and that Pxy therefore is a causal component
of the differential Gifu/MG20 response to exoU inoculation.
Pxy regulates nodule formation
To further investigate the role of PXY during symbiotic interactions, five LORE1 mutant alleles (Urba
nski et al., 2012;
Małolepszy et al., 2016), pxy-1 to pxy-5, were obtained and characterised (Fig. 4a). On quarter-strength B&D medium without
nitrate supplement, Gifu plants formed c. 5 pink nodules 5 wk
post inoculation with M. loti R7A, while the pxy-1 to pxy-5
mutants developed two or three pink nodules (Fig. 4b,c). The
structures of Gifu and pxy nodules were similar (Fig. 4b), but the
shoot length in pxy mutants was about half that of the Gifu wildtype (Fig. 4d). In addition, the pxy mutants all showed significant
reductions in lateral root formation (Fig. 4e). The five exonic
LORE1 alleles are all expected to represent gene knockouts
(Małolepszy et al., 2016), and this was consistent with the similar
phenotypes observed across all alleles.
© 2021 The Authors
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To further characterise the symbiotic phenotype, we repeated
the nodulation experiment using modified Long Ashton medium
(Fig. 4f–i). The pxy nodulation defects were more severe under
these conditions, in which many white and nearly no pink nodules were formed (Fig. 4f,g).
To characterise Rhizobium infection in pxy mutants, we
counted infection threads and observed nodule sections at 10 d
or 14 d after inoculation with M. loti R7A. Gifu and pxy mutants
showed similar numbers of infection threads and Rhizobium
colonisation of nodule cells (Fig. 4h,i). These results suggested
that PXY regulates nodule organ development but has little influence on the Rhizobium infection process.
Vascular differentiation in the pxy mutant
PXY functions in cambium proliferation and xylem differentiation
(Etchells & Turner, 2010; Hirakawa et al., 2010; Campbell et al.,
2016). In Arabidopsis, pxy mutants display a disorganised distribution of phloem and xylem in inflorescence stems and hypocotyls
and a decrease in the number of xylem cells (Fisher & Turner,
2007; Hirakawa et al., 2008). The vasculature of Arabidopsis pxy
roots was reported to appear normal, but the number of lateral
roots was reduced (Fisher & Turner, 2007; Etchells et al., 2016).
To examine vascular differentiation in Lotus pxy mutants, cross-sections were observed (Fig. 5). In the root cross-sections found at 1
cm from the root collar, the pxy root width was the same as that of
Gifu, while the diameter of vascular bundles in pxy mutants was
significantly smaller than that of Gifu (Fig. 5a–c). To measure the
abundance of different cell types, the number of xylem and phloem
cells was counted (Fig. 5d). No significant difference in phloem cell
number between Gifu and pxy mutants was observed. However,
the number of xylem cells was significantly decreased in the pxy
mutants (Fig. 5a,b,d). Interestingly, secondary phloem cells next to
the pericycle were properly distributed in Gifu but not in pxy
mutants (Fig. 5a,b). This abnormal distribution of secondary
phloem cells in the pxy mutant was also observed in the root at the
base of nodules (Fig. 4i). In addition, pxy shoot cross-sections
showed abnormal distribution of vascular bundles, and aberrant
xylem and phloem differentiation (Fig. 5e). When plants were cultivated in the glasshouse supplemented with nitrate, pxy mutants
grew normally for the first 6–7 wk, but then displayed growth
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Fig. 3 Lotus Gifu and MG20 PXY sequences. (a) Neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree of CLE peptide receptors in Lotus (Lj) and Arabidopsis (At). Additional
PXY sequences from Medicago truncatula (Mt), Brassica rapa (Br), Solanum lycopersicum (Sl), Fragaria vesca (Fv) and Populus tremula 9 Populus tremuloides
(Pt) are included, and the PXY clade is highlighted by a red dashed line. Gene IDs are shown in Table S9. (b) Schematic of the Pxy gene structure in Gifu and
MG20. Eight nucleotides in Pxy are different between Gifu and MG20 and three of them cause amino acid changes. (c) Sequence alignment of the LRR5
repeat in CLE peptide receptors. Amino acids marked in red in Arabidopsis PXY/TDR are directly involved in binding the N-terminal of the TDIF peptide. A red
square highlights amino acid differences between Gifu and MG20. V3 is a conserved region including the GxY motif. (d) Model of the Lotus PXY LRR domain
based on pdb 5JFK and the TDIF peptide from Arabidopsis PXY-TDIF (pdb 5GR9). RMSD was 0.205 
A (514 atoms) and there was 61% identity between pdb
5JFK and the model of the Lotus PXY LRR domain. The conserved residues, including the GxY motif, interacting with the N-terminus of the TDIF peptide are
highlighted in red on the structure. Polymorphism R to G is shown in green positioned c. 14 
A from the TDIF N-terminus. (e) Model of the Lotus PXY kinase
domain based on pdb 2QKW and the ATP analogue from pdb 5LPY. RMSD was 0.210 
A (182 atoms) and there was 32% identity between pdb 2QKW and
the model of the Lotus PXY kinase domain. The polymorphism I to R shown in green is positioned c. 12 
A from the ATP molecule.
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Pxy:triple-YFP-nls reporter gene expression in vascular bundles of
the root meristems (Fig. 6). Similarly, Pxy expression was
detected in cortical cells, where nodule and lateral root primordia
emerged (Fig. 6), matching the phenotypic defects observed for
these organs.

**

(i)
Gifu

pxy-3

pxy-4

arrest (Fig. S5). In addition, pxy mutants produced fewer lateral
roots than Gifu (Figs 4e,S5).
These phenotypic observations showed that Lotus PXY has a
function in regulation of both root and shoot vascular fate and
phloem distribution. This finding is consistent with Pxy:GFP and
© 2021 The Authors
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In Lotus, perception of the wild-type octasaccharide or the exoU
truncated pentasaccharide by EPR3 has a positive, respectively
negative, effect in Gifu (Kawaharada et al., 2015, 2017b) while
the negative effect in MG20 is less pronounced. In this study, we
carried out linkage analysis using F2 and RIL populations to
understand the genetic basis of the differential exoU response in
Lotus Gifu and MG20. We identified several genomic regions
associated with the phenotype, indicating that the exoU response
is a complex trait. Epr3 (chr2.CM0008.630.r2.m, chr.2 position
23 273 436–23 278 205) is not located in any of the candidate
intervals, making it unlikely that EPR3 cis-regulatory elements
contribute to the intraspecific difference in the exoU response.
Instead, we identified Pxy as the gene underlying a major QTL at
the bottom of chromosome 3. Consistent with the involvement
of multiple genes, MG20 Pxy did not rescue the Gifu phenotype
in transformed roots. However, introduction of MG20 Pxy into
RI-94 was sufficient to change the symbiotic phenotype and
allow pink nodule formation with the exoU mutant. Interestingly, Gifu and MG20 showed the same pronounced reduction
of exoU infection threads compared with wild-type R7A (Fig. 1d)
and pxy mutants were not deficient in infection thread formation
(Fig. 4h). By contrast, pxy nodule development was affected
(Fig. 4f,g). Our results showed that MG20 Pxy acts together with
other, as yet unknown, genes to allow nodule organogenesis and
colonisation even when infection thread formation is strongly
reduced.
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Pxy was originally identified in Arabidopsis because its loss of
function disrupted stem vascular structure, resulting in phloem
intercalated with xylem (PXY), while the primary root vasculature
remained unaffected (Fisher & Turner, 2007; Fukuda & Hardtke,
2020). This is in contrast to the Lotus root pxy phenotype
described here, where the vasculature is clearly aberrant, in that the
number of xylem cells is reduced and the secondary phloem cells
are either absent or no longer distinct from the centrally located
primary phloem cells (Figs 4,5). This finding suggests that the penetrance of PXY function is more pronounced in the complex triarch Lotus root than in the simpler diarch Arabidopsis root, which
has very few files of phloem and xylem cells.
Shortly after its original discovery, PXY was rediscovered as
the receptor for the CLE peptide TDIF and acquired the
pseudonym TDR (TDIF receptor) (Hirakawa et al., 2008). More
recently, PXY has emerged as a hormonal signalling hub integrating CLE peptide, ethylene, auxin and cytokinin signalling. PXY
suppresses ethylene signalling, and several ERF transcription factors showed increased expression in Arabidopsis pxy mutants
(Etchells et al., 2012). Ethylene, auxin and cytokinin are all
involved in nodule organogenesis (Lin et al., 2020), and hyperactivation of cytokinin can induce spontaneous nodule formation
without rhizobia, which in turn facilitate infection (Tirichine
et al., 2007; Madsen et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2018a). Allelic differences in Pxy, and in other genes associated with the exoU QTL
reported here, could therefore promote exoU nodulation through
modulation of hormone signalling. In auxin and cytokinin signalling, respectively, PXY acts through two similar GSK (glycogen synthase kinase 3) proteins BIN2 (Brassinosteroid-insensitive
2, AT4G18710) and BIL1 (BIN2-like, AT1G06390) (Kondo
et al., 2014). The effects on vasculature phenotype of PXY modulation of cytokinin signalling through BIL1, MONOPTEROS
and ARR7/15 were observed in Arabidopsis stems (Han et al.,
2018). By contrast, reduced formation of lateral roots was the
phenotypic basis for the discovery of the PXY effects on auxin signalling through BIN2 and ARF7/19 (Cho et al., 2014).
Mirroring the Arabidopsis phenotype, we observed a prominent decrease in lateral root formation in the Lotus pxy mutant
(Figs 4e,S4), indicating a conserved role of PXY in lateral root
formation. Interestingly, it has recently been shown that lateral
roots and root nodules share a common developmental programme and that ASL18/LBD16a (ASYMMETRIC LEAVES 2LIKE 18/LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARIES DOMAIN 16a) is
required for formation of both lateral root and nodule primordia
in Lotus and Medicago (Schiessl et al., 2019; Soyano et al.,
2019). In Arabidopsis, ASL18/LBD16a is under the control of
Aux/IAA repressors and ARF7/19 (Okushima et al., 2007; Goh
et al., 2012), which are in turn downstream of PXY/TDR. Based
on our findings, PXY is an additional example of a regulator
required for both lateral root and root nodule development that
could act upstream of ASL18/LBD16a. This finding underlines
the molecular genetic overlap between lateral root and root nodule organogenesis, although cellular origin and ontogeny of these
lateral root organs is different.
In Lotus, three CLE peptides similar to TDIF are found on
chromosomes 2, 4 and 6, and we identified Lotus homologues of
© 2021 The Authors
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some genes that have been associated with PXY in Arabidopsis
studies (Table S10). None of these were near the top of chromosome 2, where the only other significant signal, in addition to the
Pxy QTL at the bottom of chromosome 3, was identified in our
RIL-based QTL analysis (Fig. 2b). As there are no obvious candidate genes, more genetic fine mapping will be required to identify
the remaining genes that caused the differential exoU response
between Gifu and MG20.
We used the constitutive Lotus ubiquitin promoter to drive
expression of the receptor-like kinase Pxy. Overexpression of the
symbiotic receptor-like kinases Nfr1, Nfr5 and SymRK, also from
the ubiquitin promoter, resulted in spontaneous nodule formation (Ried et al., 2014), demonstrating that the expression levels
of receptor-like kinases can affect downstream signalling. We did
not find major differences between Gifu and MG20 Pxy expression in roots (Fig. S4). In addition, the significant difference in
nodulation resulting from overexpression of Gifu and MG20
Pxy, respectively, in the RI-94 background indicated that
intraspecific differences cannot be explained only by differential
expression and that important polymorphisms reside within the
Pxy gene body (Table 1). This does not rule out a contribution
from the Pxy promoter polymorphisms that could result in differences in PXY levels during specific stages of symbiotic interactions.
Three SNPs between Gifu and MG20 are located in the PXY
coding region (Fig. 3). In an interspecific comparison, MG20
had an unusual glycine (G) to arginine (R) substitution (Fig. 3c).
Similarly, Lotus intraspecific diversity data (Shah et al., 2020)
indicates that MG20 has unique alleles for the histidine/aspartate
and isoleucine/arginine PXY polymorphisms in the population of
re-sequenced Japanese accessions. Pxy could, therefore, not have
been identified through GWAS using the current Japanese population sample, in which MG20 was collected from one of the
southernmost locations (Shah et al., 2020). It remains to be
investigated how frequent is the MG20 Pxy genotype in other
Lotus accessions originating near the MG20 collection site.
The G/R difference was found in the superhelical structure of
the LRR5 motif in the extracellular domain (Fig. 3c,d). The
glycine residue in Gifu was in a GxY motif that is conserved in
other CLE peptide-type receptors in Arabidopsis and Lotus
(Fig. 3c) (Morita et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017).
Interestingly, the GxY motif in LRR5 of Arabidopsis PXY bound
directly to the N-terminal of the TDIF peptide (Morita et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017) and the R/G polymorphism was near the residues directly responsible for binding
(Fig. 3d). It is therefore conceivable that this Gifu/MG20 polymorphism may result in different TDIF binding affinities for
Gifu and MG20 PXY receptors. This, in turn, could influence
nodulation signalling and organogenesis, perhaps through effects
on ethylene, auxin and cytokinin signalling, which are all implicated in both nodulation and PXY signalling (Bensmihen, 2015;
Buhian & Bensmihen, 2018; Liu et al., 2018b). Similarly, the
I/R polymorphism (Fig. 3b) is located close to residues that bind
ATP in the kinase domain (Fig. 3e) and may affect the level of
kinase activity, thereby modulating downstream signalling. As
both MG20 and Gifu retain normal vasculature and root growth,
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 2459–2473
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PXY functionality is intact in both accessions and the substitutions would be expected to perturb, rather than disrupt, PXY
peptide binding and kinase activity, which is consistent with the
nature of the observed polymorphisms. Rather than directly
affecting ligand binding or kinase activity, it is also possible that
the polymorphisms could affect protein–protein interactions, or
contribute to differences in PXY protein levels. Further work will
be required to determine the precise effects of the individual
polymorphisms.
Here, we have identified PXY as a causal component of a
nodulation QTL. We have shown that the PXY effect on secondary growth is not limited to stem vasculature, as Lotus pxy
roots showed clear aberrations in vascular structure. In addition,
we found that PXY is required for normal formation of both lateral roots and root nodules. Our work is a striking example of
how natural variation can result in a differential symbiotic
response. It also provides novel insight into the function of a central regulator of the vascular organisation, tying PXY more firmly
to root de novo organogenesis and highlighting the overlaps
between genetic regulation of lateral root and nodule formation.
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